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Structural Superiority 
alls, floors, ceilings, and roof systems are constructed with a 

speciali ed hybrid construction of moment framed technology and 
reinforced  agnesium  ide insulated panels. 

 

The combination of a rectilinear framewor  of rigidly connected steel 
members interloc ed within fully insulated reinforced  agnesium 

ide panels gives virtually unlimited design freedom within the 
conte t of a modern framewor  of material and architectural design. 

oment frames are easily interchanged with common panel 
connections when high span or glass curtain walls are demanded.  

The ability to achieve greater open space with higher span rating and 
larger cantilever capabilities drives the use of more dramatic 

architectural features resulting in larger and more dynamic indoor 
and outdoor design. 

 
 

 

 

Misty Moon
Walls, floors, ceilings and roof systems are constructed with a specialized hybrid construction of high strength steel framed technology and reinforced Magnesium Oxide insulated panels.

Misty Moon

Wall, floors and roof systems are made with a specialized hybrid construction of moment type framed technology with reinforced Magnesium Oxide sheathing cladding its highly insulated basaltic fiber core. The combination of a rectilinear framework of rigidly connected steel members interlocked within a super energy efficient basaltic fiber core and reinforced magnesium oxide skin gives virtually unlimited design within the context of a modern framework of material and architectural design.  

Moment frame type connections with high-strength steel framework are easily interchanged with common panel connections when high span or glass curtain walls are demanded.  The ability to achieve greater open space with higher span rating and cantilevers leads to dramatic architectural features resulting in larger and more dynamic indoor and outdoor design.

 



Environmental Superiority 
arbon negative –  agnesium  ide structural cement is made using less than half the 
heat and energy of its nonstructural counterpart,  ortland  ement.   uring its cure 
magnesium o ide absorbs more   gas than it ta es to ma e it rendering the 
agnesium  ide carbon negative.  The nature of the paneli ed system is recyclable 

and together with the steel moment framewor  every build achieves the highest   
rating.  Insulation of wall systems is far superior to the conventional where an   wall 
is rated  , further impacting the energy efficiency of the structures.  There are no 

s within the  agnesium  ide  vitamin  mi ed with  agnesium  ulphate  psom 
salt  and al aline water is used to form the s ins of all panels and the Insulated core is 

 free and inert. 

 

Misty Moon
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Misty Moon
Magnesium oxide structural cement is made using less than half the heat and energy of its nonstructural counterpart, Portland cement.  During its cure, magnesium oxide absorbs more CO2 gas than it takes to make it rendering the magnesium oxide carbon negative.  The basaltic fiber core insulation is fully inert and completely recyclable and together with the steel moment type framework every build has the highest LEED rating.  Insulation of wall systems is far superior to the conventional as the basaltic fiber core outperforms conventional insulation significantly.  

Misty Moon
All materials are inorganic containing no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s).  Magnesium oxide (vitamin) mixed with magnesium sulfate (Epsom salt) and alkaline water is used to form the Cladding of the core to all panels and the basaltic fiber. Insulated core is 
VOC free and inert. �



Safety 
 

The building system is Type I – Noncombustible, achieving a fire rating greater than 4 
hours.  Furthermore, materials are mold and fungal proof, water proof, and fire proof.  

They are stronger and longer lasting than any conventional construction method 
providing the safest and most comfortable building environment available. 

 

Misty Moon
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Misty Moon
The building system is noncombustible achieving the ultimate in fire rating.  Furthermore, materials are mold and fungal proof, water proof and undamaged like typical construction in a fire.  They are able to withstand the highest earthquake zones and hurricane/Typhoon forces worldwide.  Longer lasting than any conventional construction method, this system  provides the safest, most comfortable building environment available with no maintenance.

Doors are manufactured using solid core or semi-solid construction having the highest grade sustainably grown timber veneer or planking.    


Misty Moon
All electrical systems are wired within a commercial grade steel conduit which allows infinite modification to wiring and access to all devices throughout the electrical system at any time over the life of the structure.  

Misty Moon


Misty Moon


Misty Moon


Windows are the highest quality available manufactured using triple pane glazing, super LoE and argon gas with thermally broken aluminum framework and the highest quality actuating and closing mechanisms. 
     


Misty Moon
The materials do not propagate mold or organic growth of any sort and the materials are not effected by water.  The density of the MGO cladding together with the basaltic fiber core provide the most sound attenuated building system possible leaving sound where it belongs, within rooms inside the structure or outside the structure, creating truly autonomous living environments.


Misty Moon
Insects have no interest in the building materials thus not providing a harbor for infiltration.



Retaining Walls 

And 

Geo-Retention Systems 
 

panding the structural capability to include earth retainment systems, the  agnesium 
ide panels are modified to couple to a driven or cast in drilled hole  I  pile system 

that allows the efficient construction of e tremely strong retaining walls.   uch li e the 
moment framed design of its wall system counterpart, the paneli ed sections create a 
structural diaphragm that efficiently transfer load to the piling system to which they are 
coupled.   etaining walls can be constructed  uic ly and beautifully.  The finish of the 
walls can be made smooth and clean with almost invisible seams.   refabricated caps 

provide a clean finish to tops and pilings are fitted with column caps all within a 
prefabricated design that ma es installation very time and cost efficient. 

 

Misty Moon
Expanding the structural capability to include earth retainment systems the magnesium oxide panels are modified to couple to a driven pile or cemented pile system that allows the efficient construction of extremely strong retaining walls.  Much like the moment framed design of its wall system counterpart, the panelized sections create a structural diaphragm that efficiently transfer load to the piling system within which they are coupled.  Retaining walls can be constructed quickly and beautifully.  The finish of the walls is smooth and clean with almost invisible seams.  Prefabricated caps provide a clean finish to tops and pilings are fitted with column covers and caps all within a prefabricated design that makes installation very quick.



Commercial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Residential 



TECHNICAL DATA AND ASTM TESTING 

Through the ASTM E72 protocol of laboratory testing all magnesium oxide board 
and basaltic fiber  and steel materials undergo individual structural testing in 
order to identify structural performance values on each as an independent 
building material.  Materials are tested for flexural   strength, Freeze/thaw, 
moisture movement and absorption, compression and indentation, nail head pull 
through, Impact, shear bond, humidified deflection and flame spread.  Racking, 
shear and fire rating and tensile as well as R-value and full thermal evaluations 
are performed.  Steel values are readily known and all mechanical fastening and 
steel members are ASTM tested and certified for use.  Full assemblies are 
tested under ASTM E72 for transverse loads, racking  and bearing load, shear 
and impact.  Hurricane testing includes wind loading and wind born debris 

impact testing.  The 
system is tested for 
its fire resistance 
using the ASTM 
E119 protocol which 
defines the rating for 
which the system 
can withstand 
consistent 
temperatures of 
1800F.  Further 
ASTM E84 defines 
flame spread in 

surface burning 
characteristics 
and non-
combustibility 
testing is 
performed.  
Windows and 
doors are tested 
and certified 
under NFRC for 
thermal 
performance, air 
leakage and 
solar heat gain. 
    



ANTARES 

The following is an outline summarizing the components of the panel system which integrate to its 
design together with suppor7ng load case engineering.  

The panel system consists of four main components – Rigid basal7c fiber insula7on, light-gauge 
steel, and magnesium oxide cement board and high-strength fastening through screwed and bolted 
connec7ons.  

Fastening:  Panels will generally be held together by use of a high-heat resistant, high strength self 
tapping TEK screw specially designed with an enlarged head and thickened shaF and will gain 
addi7onal structural support through bolted connec7ons at cri7cal joints and load pathways.  
Building design may incorporate the connec7on of panels to structural steel elements which will be 
used to aid in the overall structural performance of the building design when condi7ons demand it. 
However, for purposes of evalua7ng the strength of a con7nuous panel assembly, our aKen7on is 
focused on the base panel assembly having conven7onal load demands found within a typical 
residen7al construc7on 4 stories or less.   

Specifically, the evalua7on will look to a segmented por7on of the overall assembly and will address 
how the connec7ons within the smaller assembly serve to demonstrate the performance of a larger 
assembly.  

We have broken the design approach into three main categories – shear, bearing, and racking. The 
following sec7ons will describe our approach to support against each of these load cases.  

Shear Forces 

Resistance to shear forces will come from several components of the wall system including the high-
strength fastening, Magnesium oxide cement board (MGO board) and the Light gage and structural 
steel connec7ng framework of the subassembly of the panel system.  

Furthermore and more specifically, the internal assembly of the panel will consist of 2 key elements 
which aid in defining the con7nuous nature of the panel assembly. First, the Light gage steel 
framework within the rigid basal7c fiber core insula7on will incorporate ver7cal and horizontal 
spline connec7ons using steel studs and an established fastening schedule.  A steel joiner consis7ng 
of interlocking steel channel is used to interface along the con7nuous horizontal spline connec7on 
when ver7cally stacking the panels to achieve appropriate panel height.  Further, , when the 
stacking of panels is connected the Horizontal channel connec7ons are interlocked by way of a 
ver7cal steel bridge joiner with an established fastening schedule which  locks the panels together 
and supports the seam with addi7onal steel opposing the force loading against the hinge of the 
joint.  Secondly, the subcomponents are addi7onally faced with a cladding of magnesium oxide 
board having a structural laWce of reinforcement  which board is glued and screwed to the steel sub 
components using the specially designed high heat, high strength fastener.  

In addi7on to shear resistance from the high strength fasteners and  the horizontal and ver7cal steel 
splines of the steel-basal7c fiber subassembly and the magnesium oxide board, the panel system 



will gain addi7onal shear strength from perimeter connec7ons where a fastening schedule has been 
established. Addi7onal support will come from high strength fastened structural steel corner 
connec7ons and bolted connec7ons at top of wall and base of wall to founda7on connec7ons at the 
perimeter of each complete panel.  

Bearing (Ver1cal Forces) 

Openings for doors shall include ver7cal connec7ons with steel studs at their edges that connect to 
the horizontal splines within the steel-basal7c fiber core assembly and are further fastened along 
the edge of the MGO cladding of that steel basal7c fiber subassembly according to the established 
fastening schedule.  Furthermore steel studs shall be installed along horizontal edges of openings 
and fastened to the edge of the steel and MGO subassembly according to the established fastening 
schedule. 

The top of walls shall be supported intermiKently (to minimize deflec7on) by light-gauge steel stud 
members at the edges of large openings such as doors and large windows. Based on review of 
material proper7es, we also believe that the strength of the panel materials themselves will lend a 
substan7al amount of strength in the ver7cal direc7on. The use of high-strength fasteners together 
with the orienta7on of con7nuous steel, horizontal splines and ver7cally orientated basal7c fiber 
insula7on and magnesium oxide board will keep the panels from bowing or buckling when ver7cal 
loads are applied.  

Racking- 

Racking is generally a result of horizontal (shear) and ver7cal forces, thus the components that resist 
these forces also act to resist against racking. In addi7on to the factors men7oned above, the wall 
system has been designed to act against racking by the orienta7on of the materials. Basal7c fiber 
block insula7on is orientated ver7cally with intermiKent steel studs, while addi7onal steel channel 
will run con7nuously along the horizontal plane at all joining seams and MgO panels will fasten 
mechanically with screws to all steel and with fire proof high strength glue.  All overlapping of MGO 
to steel shall be performed using the established fastening schedule and further the perpendicular 
orienta7on of the panels will reduce the likelihood of racking and buckling. Structural steel corner 
connec7ons with bolted connec7ons along its perimeter will lend a significant amount of strength 
to act against racking.  

Summary and Test Procedure 

In summary, the panel system has been carefully engineered to resist against ver7cal and horizontal 
forces, and by associa7on, racking. We believe that tes7ng a single por7on of a typical panel sec7on 
having a minimum of one horizontal seam in the steel-ceramic subassembly will be adequate to 
perform the engineering and analysis needed to properly design a structure. All panel systems will 
be comprised of the same components. In tes7ng the panels under various loads and load 
orienta7ons, we can gain an understanding of how the system works as a whole and use these 
proper7es to properly engineer structures on a case-by-case basis.  

Regards,              
Chad Diez,   P.E. 87093     Owner and Principal Engineer      Antares, LLC
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